DO YOU WANT TO HELP BUILD A positive workplace culture at U-M?

Then Voices of the Staff wants you!

"I can’t say enough good things about my experience and hope that more of the university community gets involved."

Michelle Chatell, U-M Police Sergeant and Voices of the Staff team member.

Voices of the Staff (Voices) is a volunteer-based program that gives staff members a forum for sharing ideas and defining the campus community issues that matter most. It is comprised of six Network Teams, which are often called on to serve as “sounding boards” for university leadership.

Voices is your opportunity to:

- Establish connections with colleagues from all areas of the university
- Provide creative suggestions to improve the employee experience
- Highlight your value and talents

Apply now & be a part of the next big solutions!

1. Get your supervisor’s approval

2. Choose which team you’d like to contribute to:

   - Advancing Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
   - Enhancing the Employee Experience
   - Embracing Change and Leading at all Levels
   - Fostering Learning, Coaching, and Mentoring
   - Leveraging Technology
   - Striving for Well-being

3. Apply by March 31, 2019 at voices.umich.edu.

Learn more about Voices network teams, eligibility requirements and the selection process at voices.umich.edu.